Strategic Brief for Creative Development and Disruption
Client and Project: (Vi) Classic Residence- Integrated Brand Image Campaign
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Relevant Background
(Vi) Classic Residence (originally formed by Hyatt) is one of the newer “luxury” level senior
living facilities. Along with warm and luxurious living accommodations, residents have an array
of activities to take advantage of: everything from cooking classes to yoga to financial planning
classes. Meals are delivered in the manner of a fine restaurant with menus, lovely table linens,
wait-staff, and wine/beverage service. Due to a number of significant changes and societal shifts
potentially impacting their category Vi is looking to get out in front of its competition by
building a brand that embraces these changes and redefines the category in the process. Going
forward, recent events related to the coronavirus will need to be evaluated for their potential
impact on the business sector.
Business Challenge
The category overall hasn’t stayed relevant relative to the generational shift in beliefs and
attitudes reshaping the mindsets and lifestyles of potential consumers. Outbreaks of
COVID-19 in senior livings and its long-term impact on the business sector.
Business Objectives
Leapfrog over the competition with a campaign that connects with potential customers in an
unexpectedly powerful and emotionally relevant way.
Competitive Forces
There are new alternatives for consumers in the form of service-related companies and
business models that support people remaining in their homes, as they grow older.
Target Audience
We’re going to propose to Vi that to succeed long-term we must target a younger demographic.
This audience should be considered a new one. Primary -Active, successful, affluent individuals,
mid- 60’s and up. Secondary-Influencers — family members and friends.
Existing Beliefs/Barriers
The audience Vi needs to reach isn’t merely uninterested it doesn’t want what we’re trying to sell
them. There are lingering negative perceptions about the category generally.

Insight
A desire for independence is a dominant psychographic of the target. These motivated, wealthy,
self-sufficient older adults are seeking to maintain active, fulfilled lifestyles as they grow older;
they do not view themselves as ‘old’ and do not respond to the stereotyped supportive care
environment of a retirement facility. Why should they? They don’t need that! This target is
motivated by quality options that emphasize life on their terms, driven by independence, and are
willing to pay more for options of this caliber. This campaign’s key piece of insight is that in a
world where ‘retirement’ carries a connotation of worry versus relaxation and luxury, consumers
need the confidence and independence to execute better decisions concerning life as they grow
older. In providing a sophisticated and resort-style living, Vi satisfies this insight into the target
and will garner the support of this audience.
The Big Transformative Idea
Why limit resort-style living to only a few weeks per year? At Vi Classic Residence, you
don’t have to! Let Vi be your next greatest adventure. We’ll be here to welcome you home to
a lifestyle continuum unlike any other.
Current Perception
“Not really interested.”
“These places are all the
same.”
“Why are you talking to me?”
Desired Perception
“I am not ready to think about this but if and when I ever do Vi will be at the top of
my shortlist.”
Support Points
Vi provides 10 high-end retirement communities in six states. Each community and village has
different benefits, so people can choose their own Vi community. For example, Vi at Bentley
Village has 72 new independent living apartments and provides a private golf course. Compare
to Vi at Bentley, Vi at Highlands Ranch provides dynamic activities such as hiking and biking
the ridge with friends. The award-winning cuisine, luxurious lifestyle programmings, and elegant
residences will enrich the lives of seniors.
Added Value —Sticking Power
The negative connotation of senior living residences is a significant obstacle to Vi’s success.
However, Vi’s resident satisfaction can enhance the credibility of the brand. According to Vi,
“in

2018, more than 90% of Vi residents responded that their overall satisfaction was 91%.
Additionally, 95% of respondents say they would recommend their community to a family
or friend, and 82% of them already have.”
Moreover, Vi is an affiliate of Hyatt, one of the global hospitality companies. The
trustworthiness of the conglomerate and the luxurious brand image of Hyatt influence
Vi’s image.

Personality
Active
Upscale
Refined
Confident
Independent
Deliverables
● Promotional Video Script
● (1) Print Newspaper Ad
● Client Deck
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1 Background
Background

How they sell to
consumers

Competitors
●

○
○
○

Luxury senior living
facility
Originally an affiliate of
Hyatt
Resort/country-club
style accommodations

●
●

Service-related
companies
Business models
supporting at-home
living

●

Accommodations that
position Vi as a
continuum to the client’s
luxury lifestyle
○ Fine dining options
○ Variety of activities
(yoga, ﬁnancial
planning classes,
etc)
○ State of the art
facilities
Previous slogan:
“Redeﬁning senior living”
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What
Vi Classic Residence wants to expand and
differentiate from competitive forces by building a
brand that embraces signiﬁcant societal shifts
potentially impacting their category and redeﬁnes
the category in the process.

●
●

Why
To drive brand relevance by connecting with
potential customers in an unexpectedly powerful
and emotionally-charged way
To expand Vi’s consumer base by positioning the
brand as a lifestyle continuum for the target.

How

Who
●

Team: Lauren Davies, SuBin Lee

Shifting younger in order to succeed
long-term
Primary: Female and Males mid-60s +
○
Active, successful, affluent
Secondary-Inﬂuencers: Family and friends

Create creative content with a focus on
promotional video to ﬂight on television and print
ad to run in newspaper media channels
well-trafficked by the target.
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BUSINESS CHALLENGE
The category overall hasn’t stayed relevant relative to the
generational shift in beliefs and
attitudes reshaping the mindsets and lifestyles of potential
consumers.
Recent events related to COVID-19 will need to be evaluated
for their potential impact on the business sector.
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OVERALL KEY TASK
Leapfrog over the competition with a campaign that
connects with potential customers in an
unexpectedly powerful and emotionally relevant way.
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WHAT WE SAW
A desire for independence is a
dominant psychographic of the target.
These motivated, wealthy,
self-sufficient older adults do not
view themselves as ‘old’ and do not
respond to the stereotyped
environment of a retirement facility.
Likewise, the target may not feel they
are ready to explore options like Vi.
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WHAT WE SAW
The target is motivated by quality options that embody
continuums of their already-independent lifestyles,
emphasizing life on their terms.
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IDEA:
In Vi Classic Residence, seniors pursue their passions and
live a life making themselves a priority. Vi Classic
Residence provides a conﬁdence, independence, and new
hope to seniors.
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CREATIVE EXECUTION 1

Promotional Video
●
●
●

●

(1) 60-second piece of video
content
Flighted on television
Driving key insight that that
the target is motivated by
quality and an independent
life on their terms
Understanding that the target
may not believe they are
ready to explore Vi. But when
they are, Vi will be there for
them.
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CREATIVE EXECUTION 2

Print Ad
●
●
●

●

●

(1) print ad
Ran in newspaper
Focusing on the
independence and conﬁdence
of key insight
Empathize the target
audience with
emotional/understanding
tagline
Allude the luxurious living
condition and differentiate
from competitors
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THANK YOU.
QUESTIONS?

